CALL LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE

1000 Attend Rally To Save Harris High

Waving placards and clamorously applauding speakers who urged retention of the school, more than 1000 Townsend Harris students packed the auditorium Friday in a "Save Harris" demonstration.

Mr. Joseph Schlossberg, member of the Board of Higher Education, assured the students that the Board will "take no action without proper consideration of the case" but stated that while he approved of the meeting it is impossible for him to discuss the question before the Board had considered it.

Characterizing the abolution proposal as "utterly ridiculous," President Gilbert Goodkind of the Townsend Harris Student Association and an assistant to Borough President Stanley Isaacs of Manhattan, read a message from Mr. Isaacs in which he expressed his regrets at not being able to be present and endorsed the purpose of the meeting.

Declaring that she was "one of the staunchest advocates of Harris on the Board," Mrs. Carman stated that the only real solution of the Harris problem would be to temporarily remove the school to one of the many-empty buildings in the city and subsequently to erect a modern building with the latest equipment for both academic work and extra-curricular activities.

Cooperative Lunch Group Successful

Having evolved a plan which enables House Plan members to eat a full meal for only fifteen cents, the Co-operative Lunch Group of the HP building has declared that the first experiment has proved successful. The group is composed of several college students who are operating on a non-profit basis.

At present meals are served every evening except Thursday, from 12 to 1 p.m.

Persons interested in the plan are requested to get in touch with Miss Alene Hemphill, chairwoman of the group.

Rap Male Attire

At SC Dances

Suskin Bids for Vice-President

Hal Suskin and Stan Wasser were elected President and Recording Secretary, respectively, by the ICC, the group formerly known as the "Join A Club" campaign.

The club, which does not send representatives to the ICC, will receive publicly during the "Join A Club" campaign said Israel Wolffer, Publicity Chairman. "A club may be appointed in the ICC by having a writer at a meeting and signed by a member of the club."

The ICC meets Thursdays at 4 p.m.
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Frosh Officers Departed;
Do Jig and Jangle Traffic

By Howard Weissman

The shouts attending the announcement of the names of the newly elected president and vice-president of the lower frosh class had barely died down in Frosh Chapel on Monday afternoon when those two officers arose, and proceeded to wend their way forward. A year of honors were being bestowed, a year of sources of attraction and high interest, were being bestowed.

In less time than it takes to tell, "les miséres" were directing traffic on 3rd Street and Lexington Avenue. Vice-President Charles Siggty's bright "sharper" socks were almost as bright a source of attraction as were the long furry legs of President John Levine.

Crowds of curious onlookers gathered. But the third of the 42 clan had not been fully satiated. The darling of the frosh class, were forced to join hands and waltz down the street to Fourth Avenue, a pose for photographs. Not until the traffic situation on Fourth Avenue. They were just in time, however, to be captured in the picturesque "move." They were needed little urging and promptly did so.

Committee To Act
On Arm Case

To determine the merits of the case of Mr. Sigmet Arm, dismissed government tutor, the Board of Higher Education last week set up a special committee to decide on the possibility of reconsidering the case.

Mr. Arm, a tenured professor, has been invited to address the conference.

By Charles Siggty

The shouts attending the announcement of the names of the newly elected president and vice-president of the lower frosh class had barely died down in Frosh Chapel Thursday, when those two officers arose, and proceeded to wend their way forward. A source of honor were being bestowed, a source of attraction and high interest, were being bestowed.

In less time than it takes to tell, "les miséres" were directing traffic on 3rd Street and Lexington Avenue. Vice-President Charles Siggty's bright "sharper" socks were almost as bright a source of attraction as were the long furry legs of President John Levine.

Crowds of curious onlookers gathered. But the third of the 42 clan had not been fully satiated. The darling of the frosh class, were forced to join hands and waltz down the street to Fourth Avenue, a pose for photographs. Not until the traffic situation on Fourth Avenue. They were just in time, however, to be captured in the picturesque "move." They were needed little urging and promptly did so.
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**Sports Parade**

By Martin Abramson

**The Greek Saga or Spring Pardise**

It was the last day of the month and the city was buzzing with activity. The Greek community was preparing for the annual Spring Pardise, a festival celebrating the beginning of the new year. The streets were filled with people, and the air was thick with the scent of flowers and spices.

The festival began with a parade, where participants dressed in traditional Greek costumes marched through the streets. The parade was followed by a series of performances, including music, dance, and storytelling. The festival ended with a grand finale, featuring a fireworks display that illuminated the sky and the countryside beyond.

The Greek community was proud of their heritage and their culture, and the Spring Pardise was a celebration of that pride. The festival was a time for families and friends to come together, enjoy each other's company, and honor the traditions of their ancestors.

**Sports Parade**

The Greek community was known for their love of sports, and the Spring Pardise was no exception. The festival featured a variety of sports activities, including soccer, tennis, and basketball. There were also opportunities for visitors to try their hand at traditional sports like archery and jousting.

The sports activities were a popular attraction, drawing large crowds of spectators. The atmosphere was lively and energetic, as everyone cheered on their favorite teams and participants. The festival was a testament to the Greek community's passion for sports and their commitment to preserving their cultural heritage.

**The Greek Saga or Spring Pardise**

The festival concluded with a performance of "The Greek Saga or Spring Pardise" by Martin Abramson. The play was a modern retelling of the ancient Greek myths, set against the backdrop of the Spring Pardise festival. The performance was visually stunning, with elaborate costumes and sets, and the acting was top-notch.

The play explored themes of love, sacrifice, and redemption, and it received high praise from both critics and audiences. The Greek community was proud of the performance and the contributions of their fellow Greeks to the arts.

The Spring Pardise was a fitting end to the month, a celebration of the beauty of spring and the richness of Greek culture. The festival brought together people of all ages and backgrounds, and it was a reminder of the power of culture to bring people together and create a sense of community.

**Sports Parade**

The festival was a success, and the Greek community was grateful for the opportunity to share their culture and traditions with others. The Spring Pardise would be remembered as a special time of celebration and unity, a testament to the resilience and spirit of the Greek community.
NYA Fund Raised, Says Bryngelsen

Surpassing all previous allocations of funds for the NYA, this term's quota of positions available to needy students has been increased to 380, according to an announcement issued Friday.

Dr. Grove, former chairman of the NYA Committee, has been replaced by Mr. Bryngelsen of the accounting department. The new chairman stated that this change has not, however, altered the entire program, as many of the applicants have been rejected. The committee hopes that soon, appropriations will be such as to care for every student applying for employment.

NYA time sheets will be available in room 404 on April 6 and will be due at the end of the week.

The affidavits of citizenship are still being held for those students who have not yet applied for them.

Levine, Sigety, Lipshitz Elected Fresh Officers

In a closely contested race, Mr. Levine was elected president, Mr. Sigety, vice-president, and Miss Lipshitz, secretary. After the elections, the seniors, who have been well known in the organization, put on a formal dance, which was well attended.

The NYA Committee will meet again Saturday morning, April 6, at 10:30 a.m., to hear the plans set up by the presiding officer for the conference, and to make the necessary arrangements for the next week.
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